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Oh My Aching Back, It needs to Move! 
Props:  Foam Roller, Chair, Strap, Bolster, Blanket 

Mindfulness: 

In a comfortable position, come to your breath.  As you focus on your breath and quiet your mind and body, ask yourself:  

What do I need?  Ask your back:  What do you need? 

Now think a movement that is uncomfortable or painful.  Now imagine yourself doing that movement without pain.  See all 

the details of the movement, pain free.  See yourself doing this movement several times pain free. 

Understanding: 

This class will focus on spine mobility.   Mobility is different from stretching.  When in pain, the tendency is to want to stretch 

the area, i.e. stretch the low back.  But pain may be an indication that you are overworking the back and it needs some 

relative rest.  You may be asking yourself:  Why would the low back be overworking if I am sitting all day?  When you have 

stiffness in regions above (thoracic spine hunch) and below (tight hips) the low back, then it gets overworked as all the 

mobility is generated through the low back, rather than across the entire spine, pelvis and hips.  Another reason the back gets 

overworked, is that it is not well supported.  While sitting and breathing shallow all day, the deep core muscles don’t get 

challenged and over time become deconditioned.  When muscles are deconditioned and do not support for the spine, then 

the discs and joints take on more of the load.   

First the assessment:  Stand with feet together 

 Arms overhead.  Keeping knees straight bend from the spine and hips to reach toward your toes.  Rate the pain or 

discomfort that you feel in your back (not your thighs).  Return to standing. 

 Arms overhead.  Again keeping knees straight look up and lean backward as far as you can.  Rate the pain or discomfort 

that you feel in your back.   

 Which direction caused more discomfort:  bending forward (flexion) or bending backward (extension).   

o Ask yourself if this makes sense.  I sit all day (in flexion) and therefore, bending backward hurts.  I stand all day 

(which is relative extension) and it hurts to bend forward.  This is a condition of limited mobility.  If the opposite 

is true, the condition may more likely be poor core stability.  I sit all day unsupported and therefore forward 

bending hurts.  I stand all day unsupported (by my core) and that constant load makes backward bending 

uncomfortable. 

 Now stand with arms at sides.  Rotate body and arms to left.  Then rotate body and arms to right.  Rate your discomfort. 

 Remember your level of discomfort with each movement:  flexion, extension and rotation. 

Now let’s move in order to feel better… 

Pelvic Tilts a.k.a. Cat/Cow for Spine Mobility:  you have done them, but when should you do them to ease your aching back? 

 After being immobile and throughout the day 

 Pelvic tilts promote circulation to the area and challenge motion that you are not regularly using 

 

 

 

Supine All 4s Sitting 

 And Standing with back against wall and knees slightly bent 
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Now remember your level of discomfort with the movements of Flexion, Extension and Rotation. 

 Pain with Extension?  Do these poses: 

 

 

 

Thoracic Spine Mobility: Rolling and 
Backward Bend 

Prone Quad Stretch Lunge 

 

 Pain with Flexion?  Do these poses: 

 

 
Single Knee to Chest and Double Knee to Chest Seated Forward Bend 

 

Repeat performance of all motions:  Flexion, Extension and Rotation.  Assess level of discomfort. 

 Still have pain with rotation?  Do these poses: 

 
 

 

Seated Twist Modified Pigeon and Pigeon Trunk Rotation Stretch 

 

Compassion: 

Though your daily posture doesn’t help, your aching back may be the result of accumulated stress throughout the day.  

Reactions to perceived stressful events, that may not be fully in your field of awareness increase muscular tension.  Let me 

give you an example.  A couple of months ago I began having right sided back pain.  Now I always have a little back pain, but 

this pain was different.  It didn’t take me long to relate the increased pain to a very stressful event; i.e. my husband told me 

that he may be losing his job.  Mind you, I had recently quit my stable corporate medical center job as a physical therapist, to 

start this new business.  So instead of me screaming AHHHH, internally my back started screaming AHHHH!  So each morning 

I meditated the pain away.  But it kept coming back.  Through this my relationship with my husband became strained, RIGHT!  

So one day, I just had a sit down with him and talked about how stressful the situation was and I could feel the strain 

between us.  POOF!  Over the next 2 days, my weird, new back pain was gone.   

 

Healing:   

Taking time to sit still and improve awareness helps you identify both external and internal sources of back pain.  As you now 

take time to breath, I ask you:  What is really aching your back? 

 

Namaste, 


